Comparative analysis of the roles of simian immunodeficiency and bovine leukemia virus matrix proteins in Gag assembly in insect cells.
The role of the matrix (MA) domain of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and bovine leukaemia virus (BLV) Gag in the assembly of virus-like particles (VLP) in insect cells has been investigated. Wild-type SIV and BLV Gag assembled to form discrete VLP structures typical of many retroviruses analysed by similar systems. When amino acids predicated by the three-dimensional structure to be at the interface of SIV MA monomers were deleted, VLP assembly was abolished consistent with a role for MA multimerization in assembly. When amino acids predicted to be in the analogous positions in BLV MA were mutated, however, VLP assembly was not affected. These data indicate that the models of assembly derived from one model retrovirus may not necessarily apply to more distantly related viruses despite the structural similarity present in equivalent Gag domains.